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IT Security
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Big Data Analytics

Today, companies ideally
want their Cloud to be within
reach.

Influence purchase
decisions in the social web
with a customer-specific
approach.
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Platform as a Service
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Digital Disruption
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Storage

Develop Your Own
Application leads developers
to use flexible PaaS services.

The Internet of Things (IoT)
wants to connect vehicles,
clothing, machinery and
equipment, sensors and
computers, and even pets
with each other. They plan
to have a total of 25 billion
networked units worldwide
by 2020.
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Cloud Computing:
The question of location will
be decided in 2015
Cloud computing is not only more widespread in the
USA than it is in Europe. Companies also associate
it with completely different goals.

Location-based services
make life difficult for
mainstream business
models.
Data growth is driving up
the demand for new storage
solutions.

W

hile 55% of surveyed
organizations in the USA
had already been in the
cloud for at least three
years, the contingent
in Europe was only 20%. These
are the results of a study for which
542 organizations on both continents
were surveyed. But Europe is catching
up: During the past two years, the
number of European companies in the

cloud has increased to reach 38% of
all European firms. However, there are
striking differences in how it is used.
While American companies primarily
want to advance innovations, in Europe
it is all about reducing overall costs.
Moreover, the two sides of the
Atlantic differ in the types of solutions
that companies use to go to the
cloud. According to this comparison,
European IT managers tend to use
continued on page 2
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applications in the customer contact
(59%) and back office (54%) sectors,
while US decision makers primarily
rely on web infrastructures (61%),
work productivity (60%) and IT
management (60%).
The business world is critical of
the argument regarding data security.
The NSA scandal, in particular,
caused significant setbacks in the
cloud market. According to a study
by NTT Communications, about ninetenths of the 1,000 surveyed ICT
decision makers from Europe, USA
and Hong Kong, reacted by changing
their cloud buying behaviour. In
addition, the surveyed IT managers
subsequently preferred a cloud
service from their region (EU: 97%,
USA: 92%).
This development also includes
the fact that EU Directive 95/46/EC
prohibits the transfer of personal
data to a non-EU country that does
not have an appropriate level of
protection – which is the case in the
USA. The Safe Harbor Framework
between the USA and Europe should
have closed this precise loophole.
But the agreement is under criticism
and it will be subjected to a review.
A number of providers are currently
accommodating this situation.

Social Media: Facebook likes
Big Data Analytics
The better the data available, the more informed the
decisions which can be made will be. Nevertheless,
on average, companies only use half of all internally
available information to make decisions.

T

his is the conclusion of an
international BARC study,
for which 743 company
representatives from all over
the world were surveyed.
At the same time, the amount of
available data is greater than ever: In
its latest study on the digital universe,
IDC predicted that the total volume
of digital information will amount
to 44 zettabytes by 2020. But the
opportunities that arise from this are
primarily seized by companies which
are already the leaders in their fields.
According to a globally conducted
study of 802 cloud decision makers and
users, a third of them are three times
more likely to use analysis tools from
the cloud to draw business-relevant
conclusions from Big Data.
In contrast, even medium-sized
companies still rarely resort to specific
data analyses – despite the fact that
cloud-based analytics tools work
regardless of the size of the company.
A medium-sized management advice

service, for example, automatically
seeks out all relevant information
on the Internet for their customers –
even unstructured data from scientific
articles and patents, entries from blogs
and social networks. As a result, the
consulting company can reduce the
time needed for initial research, and
can repeat further search requests at
defined intervals.
For hardware manufacturers, realtime analyses, for example, are taken
as soon as the search behaviour of
the portal user has been documented
and cookies have been set. If the
user then visits a social network, he
is immediately recognised and the
advertisements automatically switch
to the company’s latest products and
special promotions. The advantage
for the manufacturers: Advertising is
aimed at a potential customer who
has already shown an interest in the
product. Thus, the likelihood that
a decision will be made to make a
purchase increases significantly.

Choose Your Own Device: Safety is the most important mobility issue
Since 2012, IDC has conducted annual
surveys on the issue of enterprise
mobility. In the recently published study of
2014/2015, it is noticeable that improving
mobile security is currently high on the list
of priorities for both IT and departmental
decision makers. As a second objective
for the next twelve months, companies
have set out to provide uniform access
to applications, regardless of the device
used.
However, the trend towards the use of
smartphones and tablets is unsurprising.
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Of the surveyed IT managers, 86%
wanted to equip more employees with
smartphones or phablets, while 77%
wanted to promote the distribution of
tablets. The interesting thing is that BYOD
(Bring Your Own Device), which has been
popular for many years, has lost much of
its appeal. 49% of companies now rely
on CYOD (Choose Your Own Device), a
model in which users choose a device
from a series of approved devices but
it remains in the possession of the
company.
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Payment services: E-payment
takes over from cash
transactions

Location-based Services: Mobility moves
according to its own rules

The Deutsche Bank Research (DB
Research) facility published a study,
under the title “Fintech – The digital
(R)evolution in the financial sector”,
about increasing bank competition
due to IT companies such as Apple,
Google, Amazon and PayPal. In
particular, Apple is expected to create
increased demand for payment by
mobile phone with its Apple Pay
smartphone wallet.
This report from the American
organic supermarket chain Whole
Foods is fitting: Although Apple Pay
only works with iPhone 6 and 6 Plus
models, both of which have only
been available for a few weeks, in
the first 17 days since the launch of
these devices, there have already
been 150,000 transactions via the
NFC payment service in our 390
Whole Foods stores. According
to estimates by industry experts,
this corresponds to about 1% of
all payment transactions that were
incurred in the markets.

The “Our Mobile Planet“ study by
Google and Ipsos MediaCT shows that,
no matter what country you are in: The
search for location-based information
plays an important role for smartphone
users. In addition, they are often actively
communicating with the company.

New data centres:
Germany becomes an Oracle
Cloud location
Oracle is to open two new data
processing centres in Germany: in
Frankfurt am Main and in Munich.
The company wants to make it
easier to satisfy European data
security requirements and meet
the need for cloud services that are
closer to the customer. The new data
processing centres are expected
to be in operation by the end of
2014, and will initially provide these
products: Oracle ERP Cloud, Oracle
HCM Cloud, Oracle Sales Cloud,
Oracle Service Cloud and Oracle
Talent Management Cloud.
These new sites complement
the existing European Oracle data
processing centres in the UK and
the Netherlands.
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T

he mobile car service Uber
has shown how surprisingly
successful these types of
business models can be: It rapidly
turned the established taxi concept
on its head all across Europe. Young
Internet users under 25 years old are
particularly open to such services.
According to TNS Infratest, digital use
on smartphones accounts for about
40% of their time, and this age group
is generally more focussed on mobile
devices. The latest Digital Living survey
by Deutsche Telekom accordingly
predicts that all relevant services and
media content will also be available for
mobile devices in the future.

But the Uber example also shows
that the transition is not always
smooth. It has led to major taxi
demonstrations in London and Paris,
for example, and bans were issued
in Germany. In Spain, taxi drivers are
rumoured to have actually approached
and physically threatened an Uber
driver.

Application Development: Developers
switch to PaaS
PaaS technologies (Platform as a Service) are becoming increasingly important
all over the world. According to a Vanson-Bourne survey sponsored by Progress which
surveyed 700 decision makers, 70% already use or plan to use these types
of solutions.

S

oftware companies cite the
cause as being the ever-changing
demands of the business
world, which ultimately amount to a
new DYOA age (Develop Your Own
Application).
Platform as a Service primarily
relates to the provision of development
and application platforms for software
engineers, who use these to create,
use and manage SaaS applications.
The advantages of this service are a

ALL ABOUT APPS: oracle.com/goto/applications/mea

high degree of flexibility, advanced
collaboration capabilities for the
development team and use of the latest
technologies, which results in faster
implementation of applications and
lower administration costs, because
companies build, maintain and control
their own resources. According to the
survey, 54% of PaaS users reported
time savings during development and
implementation, while 51% reported
cost savings.
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Monitis: MySQL
monitoring detects
bottlenecks
The company Monitis has expanded
its eponymous monitoring tool
for MySQL databases with a new
graph function. This should make
monitoring more efficient and
easy to understand, and provide
processed information about sent
and received queries. In addition, the
graphical overview displays the ten
slowest queries, allowing system
administrators to quickly identify
weaknesses and take appropriate
action.
Monitis is a purely cloud-based
solution for monitoring servers and
applications. The manufacturer is part
of the German TeamViewer group of
companies based in Göppingen. A
free version of Monitis with limited
functionality is available under the
name Monitor.us.
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Storage: Disk space shapes
investment planning

W

ith a predicted increase in
data to 44 zettabytes by
2020, the forecasts for 2014
have been revised upwards again.
According to an HGST survey, 86%
of the 710 surveyed decision makers
believe that these enormous amounts
of information could be of practical
value to companies – on the condition
that the data can be stored, made
available and analysed. The majority
of respondents therefore considered
the storage sector as the main field for
their upcoming IT investments.
At the same time, cloud computing
plays an increasingly important role in
this context, because cloud solutions
make it possible to provide high
volumes of storage – quickly and on
demand. According to the Global Cloud

Index by Cisco, 76% of all data traffic
will relocate to the cloud by 2018. And
every second Internet user is expected
to be storing data in the cloud.

Financial Accounting & Reporting:
SoundCloud teams up with Oracle
The Berlin-based company SoundCloud claims to be the world’s leading audio platform. On its website, users can provide their own music
to download, embed existing pieces in websites and comment on the
songs of other musicians. As well as a free account which includes the
upload of up to three hours of music, paid services are also available
with larger upload volumes, functions to analyse views as well as a
share in the SoundCloud revenues which are generated by the music.
To support the further growth, SoundCloud will organise its financial
accounting with Oracle Financial Cloud in the future. This application
allows the international company to set up detailed reporting across
national borders and currency borders. At the same time, this solution
is an important tool for controlling further development: The integrated
analysis functions clearly show areas in which there is still optimisation
and growth potential.

Prefer to read the ONE Magazine digitally,
or missed a previous issue?
Simply follow our QR-Code, choose the
relevant issue of ONE and select your
language to access the online versions of
the ONE magazine.
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25 billion networked things

T

he Internet of Things (IoT) is, according to Gartner,
one of the ten major trends for 2015. Market
researchers estimate that there will be around 25
billion networked devices by 2020.
The economy is
obviously aware of
this:
According
to
a
Forrester
study
commissioned by Zebra
Technologies,
more
than 80% of companies
surveyed believe that
IoT solutions will be
the most strategically
important technological
initiative
for
their
company in this decade. Of the 600 companies surveyed,
the Internet of Things is largely seen as the key to a variety
of strategic, operational and economic challenges.
And the race towards Industry 4.0 has already
begun: 65% already use or are currently implementing
IoT solutions, whereby Asia-Pacific companies play a
pioneering role with more than 70% (North America: 60%,
Europe: 52%, Latin America: 71%). Study participants
specified wireless internet, real-time localization and
security sensors as the most important IoT devices.

Cloud Services: The private cloud
gains the upper hand
By 2018, half of the world’s population will have access to
the Internet. And more than half of Internet users will use
private cloud services. These are two conclusions of the
Global Cloud Index, an annual study which covers 2013 to
2018 in its most recent version.
According to calculations by the United Nations, there
will be about 7.6 billion people on the planet in 2018. This
will be accompanied by a strong increase in data traffic,
by the fact that more and more people will have access to
the Internet. In this scenario, 53% of global Internet users
will use cloud storage to store personal data in 2018. This
is expected to generate 811 MB of traffic per person per
month – in 2013 this figure was only 186 MB.
Data traffic generated by data processing centres
is expected to triple, from 3.1 zettabytes in 2013 to 8.6
zettabytes in 2018. By 2018, cloud services are expected
to be responsible for 76% of these data streams; in 2013
this figure was only 54%.
IT experts also predicts that around 70% of cloud
services will be sourced from private clouds in 2018; all
other services will be sourced from public clouds by public
providers.
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Making the Change:
Large companies struggle
with change
Continuous optimisation and change are essential for
sustained success in business. Therefore, in collaboration
with Forbes, Oracle asked 534 executives from large,
global companies how well their organizations are prepared
for these processes of change.
Almost 48% of respondents said their organization was
not very well equipped or not at all equipped to carry out
such processes of transformation – even though 86% were
aware that their company needs to constantly develop in
order to remain competitive. One in five respondents
reported failed transformation attempts, while three in
five have not yet made any attempts. 41% cited inefficient
implementation as the reason for this, while 35%
considered resource and budget shortages to be the cause.
The English-language study “Making the Change:
Planning, Executing and Measuring a Successful Business
Transformation” is free to download as a PDF from Oracle.

Open Data: CERN releases LHC research data
Since 2008, CERN, the Conseil Européen pour la Recherche
Nucléaire (European Organization for Nuclear Research),
has been operating the largest particle accelerator in the
world, the LHC (Large Hadron Collider), in Switzerland.
Among other things, in 2012, they succeeded in proving the
existence of the Higgs Boson, which had been predicted
in theory. The measuring data of the LHC experiments
are now provided on the newly opened Open Data Portal
opendata.cern.ch under CC0 licence.

There are also several open source tools for analysis
and virtualization, all of which run directly in browsers.
In providing these tools, Rolf Heuer, Director General of
CERN, hopes to stimulate further research by students
and amateur scientists. The data that is currently available
is from the first experiments at the LHC in 2010. And in
future, they plan to publish all measuring data three years
after implementing the experiment.
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